
CURIOSITY
MANAGEMENT AND LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT

The Skills Required for Success

The five ways to develop curiosity as a leadership competency.

Being a manager has never been more challenging than during the pandemic. Although life is getting back to a normal pace and the
level of activities begins to increase, the residual effects of the shift in our lives still impact organizations.

The Genius of Wisdom Leadership Transformation Leadership Model  is based on
leadership competencies, capabilities, and capacity. These three critical focal areas have
proven to develop the most successful leaders, create the most resilience in the face of
disruption and change, and develop a powerful foundation for current and future growth.
These are Leading People, Leading Culture, and Leading Performance.

Successful development of these focal areas and associated competencies requires an
underlying curiosity to gain a robust understanding of what is needed, how to deliver the
solution and the metrics that indicate successful change. 
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What is THIDE? THIDE is a powerful tool found in a  
 successful manager's toolbox. THIDE is an action
framework for ensuring that you, as a manager, gather
the information that will take you straight to the
problem and produce the most informed decisions
that create successful outcomes.

THIDE uncovers data, facts, and creates a deep
understanding for making better decisions.

Curiosity In the Early Years
Curiosity used to be easy. One small bug living its daily
life became a fascination that captured our attention
as children. As we got older, facts, opinions, and
judgment replaced curiosity. The questions we used
to ask became our beliefs, classification of right and
wrong, and ultimately closing the door to natural
curiosity. It is how as humans, we made daily life easy.

HOW TO DEVELOP CURIOSITY

Curiosity is Not Just For Kids
As we enter adulthood, we do not lose our curiosity; it
becomes more focused on areas of our interest,
building a foundation of understanding and beliefs,
and spending time investigating the topics of our
choice. Successful managers must learn to open the
door again to lead their teams effectively. 

Curiosity Without Judgment
Judgment is powerful. It diminishes the willingness to
explore the real story and uncover the underlying
cause of outcomes and strips away the opportunity to
understand and lead individuals and teams to greater
levels of success.

THIDE   Builds CURIOSITYThe curiosity we held as children, allowed us to explore the
world around us and remain open to possibilities.

Managers must be conscious curiosity seekers.
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What is THIDE ?
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THIDE  is a powerful tool for managers.

It is Hard to Be Judgmental When You Are Curious

When a moment of judgment finds its way into your thinking, it is a lot like saying "SQUIRREL"
to a dog. The sole focus is on the squirrel, and the dog forgets about anything else in its
surroundings. That is precisely what judgment does to thinking. Once judgment is activated
relating to a belief, confirmation bias enters, and the process of disconfirming evidence that
supports anything different from that belief is dismissed. Once this process sets in, it is near
impossible to become curious.

By asking questions that begin with non-judgmental openers, it opens the door to being
more curious. The simple act of saying, "Help me understand," shifts the mindset to wanting
to know more. And the person sharing is presented with a safer environment for sharing.
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The best way to get started is to start using THIDE. 
It is really that easy. 
The hardest part of using the tool is removing the
feeling of awkwardness asking questions in a new way
and also forgetting to use the prompts.

How to Use THIDE 

Reactions to THIDE

THIDE  can be used in any setting. It is effective in meetings,
families, coaching, and wherever there is human interaction.
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Getting Started 

If you speak with someone with a history of
interactions, they may be taken off-guard by your
questioning. A change in your pattern of behavior and
communication might cause them anxiety and wonder
why you have changed. Your next step is to let them
know you are interested and ask the question again.

Constant Practice
Although you may find this new way of engaging those
around you awkward at first, practice will create
familiarity, and the result will be reaping the rewards
of deeper conversations, extended conversations,
exploration of new ideas, and engaging employees are
feel valued for their contributions and ideas.

For More Development 
Watch for our monthly Manager's Wisdom Brief and
build your toolbox of skills to become the manager
you always wished you had.
For more information on all our development offers:
contact us at info@geniusofwisdom.com.

Consistency with this new way of interacting will let those
around you know to prepare for deeper conversations.
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